Tony Garcia
Is a producer, director and filmmaker, that
earned his BS from the Art Institute of
Houston. His studies fined tuned his
management skills in the art of filmmaking
which related to his background while serving
in the Armed Forces in the US Army.
As a filmmaker he has focused on
storytelling and as a scriptwriter completed is short film Daughters of Houston.
The development of this film
enabled Tony to connect and
reflect in the power of character
development. This story shaped
the course of his future goals in
filmmaking by focusing on the
power shift of all the characters in
this film and capturing them
through the lenses of the camera.
Tony has built his career by
accomplishing goals in US Army,
Contractor for the US Services
and as a Safety Officer in the
civilian sector. These traits are
the core concepts that he uses
on every film production and
continue to develop within his
craft.
Tony continues to hone his skills
in his spare time by attending
local plays which connect with
new talent. Networking by
relating filmmaking with live
performances. By fusing them to
create the next generation of
actors is his goal.

Filmmaking has been Tony’s
passion. The art form is the drive
that keeps him striving to be the
next producer, director and
storyteller. The creation of
filmmaking has taken Tony to
Florida, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
here locally has worked on soon
featured films out of Houston.
Tony is the owner of TkG Media
Productions which has produced
and directed local live events and
film productions.
Tony Garcia has produced and
directed video production that
featured Chef Charles Carroll,
Executive Chef of River Oaks
Country Club, and he also has
directed a TV set production
featuring Charnele Brown. This
while completing his studies at
the Art Institute of Houston.

